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Integrating Reward Maximization and 
Population Estimation

 SEQUENTIAL DECISION-MAKING FOR INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE AUDIT SELECTION
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Random sample 
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Risk selected Op Audits
(>500k / year)

Tax Gap Estimate



Sequential Decision-Making (Machine Learning)

Reward-prediction 
Model



Sequential Decision-Making In the Real World 

Example: 

Context User information on device (environment)
Actions Set of movie banners to show
Reward User engagement (click-through, minutes)
Learner Identify policy to maximize cumulative reward

Explore new movies / preferences vs. Exploit known preferences 



Sequential Decision-Making In the Real World 

Example: 

Context Tax return information (taxpayer, stratum, etc.)
Actions Selecting returns to audit
Reward Detected Under-reporting
Learner Identify policy to maximize cumulative reward

Explore forms of underreporting vs. Exploit known underreporting



Sequential Decision-Making In the Real World 

Example: 

Context Tax return information (taxpayer, stratum, etc.)
Actions Selecting returns to audit
Reward Under-reporting
Learner Identify policy to maximize cumulative reward

+ Estimate unbiased population statistics (e.g., tax gap, average 
misreporting)



Sequential Decision-Making In the Real World 

Example: 

+ Estimate unbiased population statistics (e.g., tax gap, average 
misreporting)

Secondary objective
not typical of machine
learning literature



Sequential Decision-Making In the Real World 

Example: 

Risk model

Tempting Solution: Use a regression-based risk-model to do selection and estimation, with no 
random sampling.

Problems: Sequentially-learned models are known to be biased and there are no theoretically 
guaranteed ways to remove this bias in the low sample regime (yet). (Nie et al., 2018) 
Lack of exploration leads to suboptimal feedback loops. (Jiang et al., 2019)



Optimize-and-Estimate Structured Bandits

Machine Learning Literature 
on Sequential Decision-Making 
(e.g., bandit algorithms that 
optimize for reward only)

Sampling Literature
(unbiased estimation of 
population statistics)

+

Optimize-and-estimate Structured Bandits

=



Adaptive Bin Sampling



Adaptive Bin Sampling
Greedy selection 
(e.g., stylized version of Op audits)

If only use this: 
biased model, biased estimate



Adaptive Bin Sampling
Random selection

If only use this:

Unbiased estimate, 
but sub-optimal and low reward



Adaptive Bin Sampling



Adaptive Bin Sampling



Adaptive Bin Sampling

Horvitz-Thompson estimator gives unbiased estimate. 

And we have fine-grained control over reward-variance trade-off.
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Experiments

For NRP data years 2006-2014

1. Take 80% subsample
2. Give selection policy ~500 covariates from 

tax return data for each “arm” (tax return) in 
the sample

3. Selection policy returns arms to audit
4. Simulate a 1 year gap
5. Return the tax adjustment (reward) after 

that gap
6. Policy makes population estimate



Experiments



10% (ε) random sample, 
rest greedy

Experiments



Fully random sample every year, 
rest greedy

Experiments



Experiments
ABS can yield lower variance, similar 
reward, lower no-change rate, and 
retain unbiasedness



Greedy tends to perform well in highly stochastic low-sample regime (which matches 
our experimental setup). (Bastani et al., 2022 proved this recently.)

Experiments



Experiments

Use regression model for both selection 
and population estimate. Means biased 
prediction, but slightly more reward and 
lower variance



Even some randomness, 
reduces bias of model-based estimate, 
but not guaranteed.

Experiments
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ABS Enables Formal Tradeoff Between Precision and Reward



ABS Enables Formal Tradeoff Between Precision and Reward



More optimal methods sample higher incomes



But heteroskedasticity can also drive sampling higher incomes



Takeaways

1. Unbiased estimation of population (e.g., average misreporting) can still yield returns almost as high as 
greedy selection, with careful sampling and HT estimation. 

a. Suggests that a unified optimize-and-estimate program could be better and be more efficiently 
optimized.

2. Model-based population mechanisms are not guaranteed to be unbiased, but bias in practice can be 
reduced with some randomness.

3. More optimal methods tend to sample higher incomes in our experiments.
4. But heteroskedasticity also drives sampling of higher-incomes in uncertainty-based methods.


